Cryptanalysis and Improvement of an Efficient Password Authentication Scheme Based on Smart Card
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Abstract. User authentication is an important technology to guarantee that only the legal users can access resources from the remote server. In 2013, based on chaotic maps, Guo and Chang proposed an efficient mutual authentication protocol with user anonymity for the smart card. Unfortunately, this study will demonstrate their scheme could not achieve the user anonymity property, and do not allow changing password freely for the user. Then, we proposed a new method to remedy the weaknesses. The proposed method is secure even if the secret information stored in the smart card is compromised. Only one-way hash function and simple polynomial computations are involved in our protocol. It is more suitable for practice implementation.
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1 Introduction

With rapid development of the network technology, password based authentication has been widely used in many areas, such as the remote access control systems, medical systems, banking and payment systems and so on [1]. Currently, due to the cryptographic capacity, low cost, and the portability, the smart card based authentication scheme is becoming more and more important and functional [2-7]. There are many remote user authentication protocols with smart card being proposed to improve security, efficiency, and functionality extensively by many scholars in recent years [2-14]. Moreover, the compromise of user’s identity would lead to the tracing of the previous network communications for the same user. To protect from the risk of ID-theft, the user anonymity property is required for the privacy protection user [9,10].

1.1 Motivation and Contributions

In 2008, Juang et al.’s [12] proposed a new password-authenticated key agreement protocol based on elliptic curve cryptosystems. Their scheme not only could provide identity protection but also construct the session key agreement and enhance efficiency by using elliptic curve cryptosystems. Unfortunately, Sun et al.’s proposed an improved scheme to overcome the weakness of Juang et al.’s, including inability of the password-changing and the session key problem [13]. Later, there are many password based authentications with smart card have been proposed to achieve the user anonymity [9,10,11,16,17,20].

Due to the smart card usually does not support powerful computation capability, new secure authentication protocols with less calculation in the smart cards are required[12,13,16,17,20]. In 2013, based on Chebyshev chaotic maps, Guo and Chang [20] firstly proposed password-authenticated key agreement protocol using smart card. Their scheme is efficient since no time-consuming modular exponential computing and scalar multiplication on elliptic curve cryptosystem are involved in the authentication processes. They claimed that their protocol is able to provide user anonymity even though the adversary could extract the data stored in the smart card. However, we will show that Guo and Chang’s scheme is still vulnerable to the impersonation attack by using data extracted from his own smart card, and do not allow changing password freely for the user. Moreover, their scheme cannot provide the user anonymity. There, in this paper, we will propose improved method to overcome Guo and Chang’s security weaknesses. And our improved scheme needs not to create public key cryptosystems in advance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give some related works. We present the improved scheme in section 3. In section 4, the security analyses and performance of the proposed scheme are introduced. Finally, some conclusions will be made in the last section.
2 Preliminaries

2.1 Chebyshev Chaotic Maps

Let $n$ be an integer number and $x$ be a variable with the interval $[-1,1]$; Chebyshev polynomial map $T_n : R \rightarrow R$ of degree $n$ is defined by the following recurrent relation:

$$T_n(x) = 2xT_{n-1}(x) - T_{n-2}(x), \text{ where } n \geq 2, T_0(x) = 1, \text{ and } T_1(x) = x.$$ 

For example: some of the Chebyshev polynomials are

$$T_2(x) = 2x^2 - 1, \quad T_3(x) = 4x^3 - 3x, \quad \text{and} \quad T_4(x) = 8x^4 - 8x^2 + 1.$$ 

One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev polynomials establishes that $(T_r(T_s(x))) = T_{rs}(x)$ and the consequence property is the computation under composition $(T_r(T_s(x))) = T_s(T_r(x))$. In order to enhance the security, Zhang [18] proved that property holds for Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval $(-\infty, \infty)$. In this paper, we use the enhanced Chebyshev polynomials: $T_n(x) = 2xT_{n-1}(x) - T_{n-2}(x) \mod N$, where $n \geq 2$, $x \in (-\infty, \infty)$, and $N$ is a large prime number. And it is obvious that $(T_r(T_s(x))) = T_s(T_r(x)) = T_{rs}(x)$.

3 Review of Guo and Chang’s Scheme

This section briefly reviews Guo and Chang’s chaotic maps-based password-authenticated key agreement protocol and then analysis the weakness of the scheme.

3.1 Guo and Chang’s Scheme Revisited [20]

This protocol consists of four phases: (1) the parameter generation phase; (2) the registration phase; (3) the authentication phase; and (4) the password change phase.

Parameter Generation Phase: In this phase, a server $S$ needs to choose some parameters as follows:

1. The server chooses a public key scheme based on Chebyshev chaotic maps, and its public key is $(x, T_s(x))$ and its private key is $s$.
2. The server $S$ selects a secure one-way hash function $h(\cdot)$.
3. The server $S$ selects a symmetric key cryptosystem with encryption $E_k(\cdot)$ and decryption $D_k(\cdot)$, where $k$ is the corresponding of symmetric key.

Registration Phase: If the user $U$ with identity $ID$ would like to register or reregister with the server $S$, $U$ and $S$ will perform the following steps:

1. The user $U$ selects a password $pw$ and a random number $b$ and computes $h(pw\|b)$, where “$\|$” is string concatenation operator. Then, the user $U$ submits his/her identity $ID$ and the value $h(pw\|b)$ to the server $S$ for registration over a secure channel.
2. If the $ID$ is valid, the server $S$ computes $IM = E_{KS}(ID\|h(pw\|b))$, where $KS$ is the master key of the server $S$.
3. $S$ stores the data $\{IM, h(\cdot), E_k(\cdot), x, T_s(x)\}$ into a new smart card, and issues this smart card to the user $U$ through a secure channel.
4. $U$ stores the random number $b$ into the smart card.

Authentication Phase: After completing this phase, the user $U$ and the server $S$ can achieve the mutual authentication and establish a common session key used in communication. If $U$ wants to log into the server $S$, then $U$ and the server $S$ will perform the following steps:

1. The user $U$ first inserts his/her smart card into a card reader and inputs the password $pw$. 
The smart card selects a random number $u$ and computes $KA = T_u(T_u(x))$. The smart card further computes $E_{KA}(h_{pw} || IM || T_1)$, where $h_{pw} = h(ID || h(pw || b))$. Then the smart card sends the message $\{IM, T_u(x), E_{KA}(h_{pw} || IM || T_1)\}$ to the server $S$, where $T_1$ is the current timestamp of the smart card.

(3) Upon receiving the message $\{IM, T_u(x), E_{KA}(h_{pw} || IM || T_1)\}$, the server $S$ computes $KA = T_u(T_u(x)) = T_u(T_u(x))$ using his/her private key $s$, and further decrypts $E_{KA}(h_{pw} || IM || T_1)$ with the key $KA$. Then, the server $S$ checks whether $T' - T_1 < \Delta T$, where $T'$ is the time of receiving the login message and $\Delta T$ is the time threshold.

(4) The server $S$ decrypts $IM$ using his/her master key $KS$ and obtains $ID'$ and $h'(pw || b)$. Then, the server $S$ computes $h''_{pw} = h(ID' || h'(pw || b))$ and checks whether $h''_{pw} = h_{pw}$. If the verification is false, the server $S$ terminates this session. If the verification is successful, the server $S$ believes that the user $U$ is valid.

(5) The server $S$ selects a random number $s'$ and computes $T_s(x)$. Then, the server $S$ computes $E_{KS}(T_s(x) || h(ID || T_2) || T_2)$ and sends this message to the smart card, where $T_2$ is the server $S$'s current timestamp of the system.

(6) After receiving the message $E_{KS}(T_s(x) || h(ID || T_2) || T_2)$, the smart card decrypts this message using $KA$ and obtains $T_2$. Then it compares whether the delay time is acceptable. The smart card further computes $h'(ID || T_2)$, and compares whether $h'(ID || T_2) = h(ID || T_2)$. If the equation holds, the server is authenticated by the smart card.

(7) The user $U$ and the server $S$ could compute the common session key $SK = T_u(T_s'(x)) = T_u(T_s(x))$, respectively.

**Password Change Phase:** In Guo and Chang’s scheme, if the user $U$ wants to change his/her password, he/she performs the following steps:

(1) The user $U$ inserts his/her smart card into a card reader, enters the old password $pw$, and requests to change the password. Then, the user $U$ enters the new password $pw^\ast$.

(2) The smart card first computes the $h'(pw || b)$ and the new $h(pw^\ast || b)$. Then the smart card selects a random number $u'$ and computes $E_{KA}(h'(pw || b), h(pw^\ast || b), IM)$, where $KA' = T'_u(T_s(x))$. Next, the smart card sends the message $\{E_{KA}(h'(pw || b), h(pw^\ast || b), IM), T'_u(x)\}$ to the server.

(3) Upon receiving this message $\{E_{KA}(h'(pw || b), h(pw^\ast || b), IM), T'_u(x)\}$, the server computes $KA' = T'_s(T'_u(x))$ and decrypts $E_{KA}(h'(pw || b), h(pw^\ast || b), IM)$ and $IM$ using $KA'$ and $KS$, respectively. Then the server checks whether $h'(pw || b) = h(pw || b)$. If the equation holds, the server computes $IM^\ast = E_{KS}(ID || h(pw^\ast || b))$, and then replaces $IM$ with $IM^\ast$ for the smart card.

### 3.2 Security Analysis of Guo and Chang’s Scheme

Based on Chebyshev chaotic maps, Guo and Chang proposed their password-authenticated key agreement protocol. In the enhanced Chebyshev polynomials: $T_n(x) = 2xT_{n-1}(x) - T_{n-2}(x) \mod N$, where $n \geq 2$, $T_0(x) = 1$, $T_1(x) = x$, $x \in (-\infty, \infty)$, and $N$ is a larger prime number. It is obvious that if given $x$ and $s$, it is easy to compute $T_s(x)$; however, given $y$, it is very hard to find the exact parameters $x$ and $s$ such that $y = T_s(x)$. There are many pairs $x$ and $s$ such that $y = T_s(x)$. The probability of obtaining the exact $x$ and $s$ is equivalent to performing an exhaustive search on $y = T_s(x)$. Therefore, without the knowledge of $x$ and $s$, it is very difficult for someone to impersonate the server and the user. On the other hand, from the recurrent relation $T_n(x) = 2xT_{n-1}(x) - T_{n-2}(x) \mod N$, given $y$ and $x$, it is computationally tractable to obtain $s$ such that $y = T_s(x)$ when $s$ is not large enough.

In Guo and Chang’s scheme [20], they claimed that their scheme could achieve user identity anonymity property. It means that the adversary cannot find out the true user’s $ID$ by intercepting the communication message.
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\{IM, T_u(x), E_{KA}(h_{pw} \ || \ IM \ || \ T_1)\} \text{ in their authentication phase, where } IM = E_{KS}(ID \ || \ h(pw \ || \ b)) \text{. The user’s ID information is encrypted by using the server’s master } KS \text{ and common session key } KA \text{. Even though the secret data } \{IM, h( ), E_k( ) , x, T_s(x)\} \text{ stored in the smart card are compromised, the adversary also cannot obtain any information about the user’s ID from IM. Since the user’s ID combined with a random number } b \text{ is encrypted by server’s master key } KS \text{. The corresponding message } IM = E_{KS}(ID \ || \ h(pw \ || \ b)) \text{ is stored in the smart card.}

However, in their scheme, when } U \text{ sends the login request message } \{IM, T_u(x), E_{KA}(h_{pw} \ || \ IM \ || \ T_1)\} \text{ to remote server } S, IM \text{ is always kept the same from } U \text{. The attacker can use } IM \text{ to distinguish each user and to be seen as user’s identification. Then, the adversary is able to find any relation between any readings of the same user. Therefore, their scheme uses } IM \text{ as an identity (ID), it cannot actually provide the advantage of the user’s anonymity property.}

In the registration phase of Guo and Chang’s scheme \cite{19}, the server } S \text{ stores the data } \{IM, h( ), E_k( ), x, T_s(x)\} \text{ into a new smart card, and issues this smart card to the user } U, \text{ where } s \text{ is server’s private key. Now suppose that the adversary (e.g., } U_a \text{) could extract the data } x \text{ and } T_s(x) \text{ which stored on } U_a’s \text{ smart card. With the message } \{IM, T_u(x), E_{KA}(h_{pw} \ || \ IM \ || \ T_1)\} \text{ Then, it is possible to find } u \text{ from the given values } x \text{ and } T_u(x), \text{ so } u \text{ must be very large. With the communication message } \{IM, T_u(x), E_{KA}(h_{pw} \ || \ IM \ || \ T_1)\} \text{ then the adversary could compute } KA = T_u(T_s(x)) \text{ and decrypt } E_{KA}(h_{pw} \ || \ IM \ || \ T_1) \text{ with the key } KA \text{ when } u \text{ is not large enough. Thus, the adversary could obtain } h_{pw} \text{ and impersonate the user } U \text{ for the future communication. Hence, the adversary could attack and access the system. In this situation, Guo and Chang could not provide secure password-authentication key agreement protocol based on Chebyshev chaotic maps. Therefore, Guo and Chang’s protocol also relies on the hard problem of high-degree polynomials when the smart card data } x \text{ and } T_s(x) \text{ are extracted. Moreover, in Guo and Chang’s scheme, the user cannot freely change his/her password without the remote server joining this password change phase.}

4 Our New Scheme

In this section, we will propose a more secure user authentication protocol based on Chebyshev chaotic maps. To illustrate the protocol clearly, the Chebyshev chaotic maps } T_u(x) \text{ used in the improved protocol are the same as Guo and Chang’s scheme \cite{20}. In the initialization, the server } S \text{ chooses two secret key } s \text{ and } d, \text{ where } s \text{ and } d \text{ are large numbers. And } h( ) \text{ is a secure one-way hash function with fixed-length output. Our scheme consists of three phases: the registration, the authentication, and the updated password. The details of these phases will be described as follows.}

Registration Phase: If the user } U_i \text{ with identity } ID_i \text{ would like to register or reregister with the server } S, \text{ } U_i \text{ and } S \text{ will perform the following steps:}

1. The user } U_i \text{ selects a password } pw_i \text{ and a random number } b_i \text{ and computes } h(pw_i \ || \ b_i). \text{ Then, the user } U_i \text{ submits his/her identity } ID_i \text{ and } h(pw_i \ || \ b_i) \text{ to the server } S \text{ for registration over a secure channel.}

2. If the } ID_i \text{ is valid, the server } S \text{ computes } x_i = h(ID_i \ || \ d) \text{, } T_s(x_i), \text{ and } V_i = h(ID_i \ || \ d) \oplus h(pw_i \ || \ b_i). \text{ Then, the adversary can compute } KA = T_u(T_s(x_i)) \text{ and decrypt } E_{KA}(h_{pw} \ || \ IM \ || \ T_1) \text{ with the key } KA \text{ when } u \text{ is not large enough. Thus, the adversary could obtain } h_{pw} \text{ and impersonate the user } U_i \text{ for the future communication. Hence, the adversary could attack and access the system. In this situation, Guo and Chang could not provide secure password-authentication key agreement protocol based on Chebyshev chaotic maps. Therefore, Guo and Chang’s protocol also relies on the hard problem of high-degree polynomials when the smart card data } x \text{ and } T_s(x) \text{ are extracted. Moreover, in Guo and Chang’s scheme, the user cannot freely change his/her password without the remote server joining this password change phase.}

Authentication Phase: If } U_i \text{ wants to log into the server } S, \text{ then } U_i \text{ and the server } S \text{ will perform the following steps:}

1. The user } U_i \text{ first inserts his/her smart card into a card reader and inputs the } ID_i \text{ and password } pw_i. \text{ Then, the smart card selects a random number } a \text{ and computes } h(ID_i, d) = V_i \oplus h(pw_i \ || \ b_i), KA = T_s(T_s(x_i)) \text{, } CID_i = ID_i \oplus KA = T_u(h(ID_i \ || \ d)), \text{ and } Y_i = h(h(ID_i \ || \ d) \ || \ T_s(h(ID_i \ || \ d) \ || \ T_1) \text{. Next, the smart card sends the message } \{CID_i, T_u(h(ID_i \ || \ d)), Y_i, T_1\} \text{ to the server } S, \text{ where } T_1 \text{ is the current timestamp of the smart card.}
(2) Upon receiving the message \( \{CID_i, T_u(h(ID_i \| d)), Y_i, T'_i\} \), the server \( S \) checks whether \( T^* - T_i \leq \Delta T \), where \( T^* \) is the time of receiving the login message and \( \Delta T \) is the time threshold. Then, the server \( S \) computes \( KA_i = T_i(T_u(h(ID_i \| d))), ID_i = CID_i \oplus KA_i \), and \( x_i = h(ID_i \| d) \). Next, the server \( S \) computes \( Y'_i = h(x_i \| T_u(h(ID_i \| d)) \| T'_i) \) and checks whether \( Y'_i = Y_i \). If the verification is false, the server \( S \) terminates this login request for a period of time. If the verification is successful, the server \( S \) believes that the user \( U_i \) is valid.

(3) The server \( S \) selects a random number \( v \) and computes \( T_v(x_i) \), \( KS_i = T_v(T_u(h(ID_i \| d))) \) and \( R_i = h(ID_i \| x_i \| KS_i \| T_2) \), where \( x_i = h(ID_i \| d) \). Then, \( S \) sends the message \( T_2, T_v(x_i), R_i \) to the user \( U_i \), where \( T_2 \) is the server \( S \)'s current timestamp of the system.

(4) After receiving \( T_2, T_v(x_i), \) and \( R_i \), the smart card compares whether the time \( T_2 \) is acceptable. Then, it further computes \( KS_i = T_u(T_v(x_i)) \) and \( R'_i = h(ID_i \| h(ID_i \| d) \| KS_i \| T_2) \), and compares whether \( R'_i = R_i \).

From the above authentication phase, the user \( U_i \) and the server \( S \) could compute the common session key \( KS_i = T_v(T_u(h(ID_i \| d))) = T_u(T_v(x_i)) \), where \( x_i = h(ID_i \| d) \). This authentication process is briefly illustrated in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Authentication Process](image)

Updated Password Phase: In our remedy, if a user wants to arbitrarily update his/her password \( pw_i \), he/she does not need to register with the server \( S \). It is very convenient for the user to change his password. Now suppose user \( U_i \) would like to change his/her password, he/she only requires to perform the following steps:

(1) \( U_i \) inserts the smart card into the smart card reader and then inputs \( ID_i \) and his/her old \( pw_i \). Then, the smart card computes \( V' = V \oplus h(pw_i \| b) \oplus h(pw'_i \| b) \).

(2) Replace \( V \) with \( V' \) on the memory of the smart card.

It is accepted because

\[
V' = V \oplus h(pw_i \| b) \oplus h(pw'_i \| b) = h(ID_i \| d) \oplus h(pw_i \| b) \oplus h(pw'_i \| b) = h(ID_i \| d) \oplus h(pw'_i \| b)
\]
5 Security and Performance Analysis

In this section, we are going to explore the securities and the performances of the improvement protocol.

5.1 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the improvement method as follows. Based on Guo and Chang’s scheme [20], our scheme can overcome the weaknesses indicated previously. The security of the proposed scheme can be shown as follows:

(1) Mutual Authentication

At the beginning of authentication phase, the user $U_i$ selects a random number $u$ and sends the message \(\{CID_i, T_u(h(ID_i \parallel d)), Y_i, T_1\}\) to the server $S$, where \(h(ID_i \parallel d) = V_i \oplus h(pw_i \parallel b_i)\). $KA_i = T_u(T_i(x_i))$, $CID_i = ID_i \oplus KA_i$, and $Y_i = h(h(ID_i \parallel d) \parallel T_u(h(ID_i \parallel d) \parallel T_1))$. From the value $T_u(h(ID_i \parallel d))$, it is very difficult for the adversary to find the exact $u$ and $h(ID_i, d)$. The probability of obtaining the exact $u$ and $h(ID_i \parallel d)$ are equivalent to performing an exhaustive search on $n$.

Without the knowledge $h(ID_i \parallel d)$ or the password $pw_i$ of $U_i$, the adversary could not generate the legal messages $CID_i$ and $Y_i$. Therefore, the server could authenticate the user $U_i$ through checks the validity of $Y_i$.

With the message \(\{CID_i, T_u(h(ID_i \parallel d)), Y_i, T_1\}\), the server generates a random number $v$ and computes $T_v(x_i)$, $KS_i = T_v(T_u(x_i))$ and $R_i = h(ID_i \parallel x_i \parallel KS_i \parallel T_2)$, where $x_i = h(ID_i \parallel d)$.

Then, $S$ sends the messages $T_2$, $T_v(x_i)$, and $R_i$ to the user $U_i$. Without the server’s secret keys $s$ and $d$, the adversary cannot obtain the exact $ID_i$ and $h(ID_i \parallel d)$ from $CID_i$, where $KA_i = T_u(T_i(x_i))$ and $ID_i = CID_i \oplus KA_i$.

Then, the user $U_i$ could authenticate the server $S$ by checking the validity of $R_i$. Hence, the proposed scheme could provide mutual authentication.

(2) User Anonymity

In the authentication process, the user $U_i$’s identity $ID_i$ is included in the message $CID_i = ID_i \oplus KA_i$, where $KA_i = T_u(T_i(x_i))$ and $u$ is a fresh random number. However, without the server’s secret key $s$, the adversary cannot get the same $ID_i$ from $CID_i$. Since $KA_i$ is different for each session, then, the adversary cannot trace the exact user $U_i$ from the information $CID_i$. It can protect the user from tracing over network. Even if the secret information $V_i = h(ID_i \parallel d) \oplus h(pw_i \parallel b_i)$ and $T_v(x_i)$ stored in $U_i$’s smart card are compromised, the adversary could not easily obtain any information about the user’s $ID_i$. Therefore, the proposed scheme can achieve user anonymity property.

(3) Replay Attack

The adversary may intercept the message $\{CID_i, T_u(h(ID_i \parallel d)), Y_i, T_1\}$ and replay it to the server. However, the server could find the attack through checks the validity of timestamp $T_1$. Similarly, the adversary may intercept the message $\{T_2, T_v(x_i), R_i\}$ and replay it to $U_i$. The user $U_i$ could also find the attack through checks the timestamp $T_2$. Therefore, our method could withstand the replay attack.

(4) Off-line Password Guessing Attack

The proposed scheme can achieve user anonymity property. For the $CID_i$ is different for each session, the adversary cannot trace the same user $U_i$ from the information $CID_i$. Therefore, the mutual information of the interactive authentication message does not reduce the entropy of user’s password and identity. Moreover, suppose that the adversary gets the data $V_i = h(ID_i \parallel d) \oplus h(pw_i \parallel b_i)$ and $T_v(x_i)$ stored in $U_i$’s smart card, where $x_i = h(ID_i \parallel d)$.

Then, the adversary can guess a password $pw_i^*$ and compute $h'(ID_i \parallel d) = V_i \oplus h(pw_i^* \parallel b_i)$. However, the adversary could not verify its correctness from $T_v(x_i)$ since
he/she does not have the server’s secret key $s$. Therefore, the proposed scheme could against the off-line password guessing attack.

(5) Impersonation Attack

In the proposed protocol, even though the secret information $V_i = h(ID_i \| d) \oplus h(pw_i \| b_i)$ and $T_i(x_i)$ stored in $U_i$’s smart card are compromised, the adversary could not easily forge the user $U_i$ without knowing $h(ID_i \| d)$ or the password $pw_i$ of $U_i$. In addition, suppose that $U_i$ extracts the data $V_i = h(ID_i \| d) \oplus h(pw_i \| b_i)$ and $T_i(x_i)$ from his/her smart card. The $U_i$ could only obtain his/her $h(ID_i \| d) = V_i \oplus h(pw_i \| b_i) = x_i$. However, it is not helpful for $U_i$ to impersonate someone $U_j$ without knowing the information $h(ID_j \| d)$ and $T_j(x_j)$ of $U_j$, where $x_j = h(ID_j \| d)$. Therefore, with the message $h(ID_i \| d)$ and $T_i(x_i)$, $U_i$ still needs to break the hash function and Chebyshev chaotic map so as to find the system’s secret keys $s$ and $d$, respectively. In generally, the length of $d$ and $s$ are about 512-1024 bits. The probability of obtaining the exact $d$ and $s$ are equivalent to performing an exhaustive search on $h(ID_i \| d)$ and $T_i(x_i)$, respectively. Therefore, without the knowledge of $d$ and $s$, it is very difficult for someone to impersonate the server and users.

(6) The Insider Attack

In the registration of our improvement scheme, the user $U_i$ sends the hash value $h(pw_i \| b_i)$ instead of the password $pw_i$ to the server, where $b_i$ is a random number generated by the user. The privileged insider $A$ (or the server) cannot get the password since it is protected by the secure hash function and random $b_i$. Therefore, the proposed scheme could against the insider attack.

(7) Forward Security

After a successful mutual authentication, session key $KS_i = T_i(T_u(x_u)) = T_i(T_s(x_s))$ is generated for legal user $U_i$ and the server $S$. However, without the knowledge of $x_i = h(ID_i \| d)$, an adversary cannot easily to obtain the exactly nonce $u$ and $v$ from the transmission $T_u(x_u)$ and $T_v(x_v)$. Therefore, it is computationally intractable for the adversary to derive the session key $KS_i$ from $T_u(x_u)$ and $T_v(x_v)$. Even if an intruder obtains the current session key $KS_i$, it is not easy for him to obtain the current value $u$ and $v$ from $KS_i$. Without knowing the random numbers $u$ and $v$, it is exceedingly difficult for an adversary to create the session key $KS_i$. Moreover, the nonce $u$ and $v$ are used for only one time. Hence, the improved scheme can provide forward security even if the current session key $KS_i$ has been compromised. For $KS_i$ is used for one session only, it is not helpful for the intruder to derive from past communication or future transactions.

5.2 Performance Comparison

We use the Chebyshev polynomials to achieve the mutual authentication and establish the common session key. For the Chebyshev chaotic map [15,18,19], given $y$, it is very hard to find the exact parameters $x$ and $n$ such that $y = T_n(x)$. Thus, without knowing $x_i = h(ID_i \| d)$, the adversary is computationally intractable to obtain the exact $u$ and $v$ from $T_u(x_u)$ and $T_v(x_v)$, respectively. The security of the proposed improvement protocol no longer totally relies on the hard problem of high-degree polynomials. Therefore, it is not necessary for the user and server to select larger numbers $u$ and $v$ to compute $T_u(x_u)$ and $T_v(x_v)$ in the authentication phase. Even though the secret information $V_i = h(ID_i \| d) \oplus h(pw_i \| b_i)$ and $T_i(x_i)$ stored in $U_i$’s smart card are compromised, the adversary could not easily derive the validity $x_i = h(ID_i \| d)$ and $pw_i$ from $V_i$. Hence, no time-consuming modular exponential computing and scalar multiplication on elliptic are required in our authentication processes. Furthermore, the proposed scheme does not need to construct public key cryptosystem in advance. With regard to efficiency, we define related notations to analyze the computational complexity. The notation $E$ means the time for one symmetric encryption or decryption, $T$ denotes the time for one Chebyshev polynomial computation, and $H$ denotes the time for executing the adopted one-way hash function in one’s scheme. Note that the times
for computing modular addition and exclusive-or are ignored, since they are much smaller than $E$, $T$, and $H$.

We summarize the comparisons of the proposed scheme with Guo and Chang’s in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, in Guo and Chang’s scheme [20], both the user and the server need to perform two hash function computations ($2H$), three Chebyshev polynomial computations ($3T$), and two symmetric encryption or decryption computations ($2E$) for the authentication phase. In our improved scheme, the computation time for each user to achieve mutual authentication is two hash function computations ($2H$) and three Chebyshev polynomial computations ($3T$). Consequently, the improved method needs three hash function computations ($3H$) and three Chebyshev polynomial computations ($3T$) to achieve mutual authentication for the server. Therefore, the improvement scheme is more efficient than Guo and Chang’s scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Computation costs of user</th>
<th>Computation costs of server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guo and Chang [20]</td>
<td>$2H + 3T + 2E$</td>
<td>$2H + 3T + 2E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our new scheme</td>
<td>$2H + 3T$</td>
<td>$2H + 3T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an improvement to overcome the weaknesses of Guo and Chang’s. The proposed method can provide the following characters: (1) no password table is required for the designated servers; (2) users can freely choose their own passwords; (3) users may update their passwords after registration phase; (4) it supplies mutual authentication between the user and the designated server; (5) session key is generated by the user and the remote server for each session; (6) user anonymity property is provided. Without any public key cryptosystem included in the proposed scheme, it is more efficient than that of traditional protocols for the practical applications.
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